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Abstract

Intelligent solid-state drives (iSSDs) allow execution of limited application functions (e.g., data filtering or aggregation) on their
internal hardware resources, exploiting SSD characteristics and trends to provide large and growing performance and energy
efficiency benefits. Most notably, internal flash media bandwidth can be significantly (2–4× or more) higher than the external
bandwidth with which the SSD is connected to a host system, and the higher internal bandwidth can be exploited within an iSSD.
Also, SSD bandwidth is quite high and projected to increase rapidly over time, creating a substantial energy cost for streaming
of data to an external CPU for processing, which can be avoided via iSSD processing. This paper makes a case for iSSDs by
detailing these trends, quantifying the potential benefits across a range of application activities, describing how SSD architectures
could be extended cost-effectively, and demonstrating the concept with measurements of a prototype iSSD running simple data scan
functions. Our analyses indicate that, with less than a 4% increase in hardware cost over a traditional SSD, an iSSD can provide
2–4× performance increases and 5–27× energy efficiency gains for a range of data-intensive computations.
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1 Introduction

A large and growing class of applications process large quantities of data to extract items of interest, identify
trends, and produce models of and insights about the data’s sources [7, 14]. Increasingly, such applications
filter large quantities (e.g., TBs) of semi-structured data and then analyze the remainder in more detail.
One popular programming model is Google’s MapReduce [12] (as embodied in the open source Hadoop
system [34]), in which a data-parallel map function is generally used to filter data in a grep-like fashion.
Another builds on more traditional database systems and makes extensive use of select and project functions
in filtering structured records. A common characteristic is streaming through data, discarding or summariz-
ing most of it after a small amount of processing.

Over a decade ago, research efforts proposed and explored embedding of data-processing functionality
within storage or memory components as a way of improving performance for such applications. For exam-
ple, there were several proposals for so-called “active disks” [1, 18, 29, 27, 28], in which limited application
functions could be executed on a disk drive’s embedded CPU to increase parallelism and reduce reliance on
host bandwidth at marginal cost. Also, there were proposals for executing functions on processing elements
coupled with memory banks [26, 24], with similar goals. In developing these ideas, researchers developed
prototypes, programming models, and example application demonstrations. Although interesting, few real
systems adopted these proposals, for various technical reasons including manufacturing complexity (espe-
cially for active RAM proposals) and independent advances that marginalized the benefits (e.g., distributed
storage over commodity multi-function servers [4, 23, 10], which end up having conceptual similarities to
the active disk concept).

The active disk concepts are poised for a comeback, in the context of flash-based SSDs, which are
emerging as a viable technology for large-scale use in systems supporting data-intensive computing. Mod-
ern and projected future SSDs have characteristics that make them compelling points for embedded data
processing that filters/aggregates. In particular, their internal bandwidths often exceed their external band-
widths by factors of 2–4×, and the bandwidth growth over time is expected to grow rapidly due to increased
internal parallelism. Even without the internal-to-external bandwidth multiplier, the rates themselves are
sufficiently high that delivering them all the way to a main CPU requires substantial energy; filtering most
of it near the flash channels would avoid that energy usage.

This paper develops the case for and an architecture for the result, which we refer to as “intelligent
SSDs” (iSSDs). We detail the relevant SSD technology characteristics and trends that create the opportunity
and discuss their architectural consequences. Combined with analyses of ten data-intensive application
kernels, the internal parallelism (via multiple flash memory channels) and bandwidths of modern and future
SSDs push for optimized compute elements associated with each flash memory channel. We focus on use
of low-power reconfigurable stream processors for this role.

The performance and energy efficiency benefits of iSSDs are substantial. We quantify these benefits
and explore the design space via analytical performance and energy models, as well as some demonstration
experiments with a prototype iSSD. Compared to the traditional approach of executing the entire applica-
tion on a primary server CPU, the iSSD approach offers 2–4× higher throughput and 5–27× more energy
efficiency. We show that the iSSD approach provides much of this benefit even when compared to alternate
approaches to improving efficiency of data-intensive computing, including heterogeneous elements (e.g.,
GPUs or the same reconfigurable stream processors we envision for iSSDs) in the server CPU [33], re-
liance on so-called “wimpy” nodes [2], or embedding the processing in the RAM subsystem as in proposals
discussed above. All of the bandwidth benefits and half of the energy efficiency can only be achieved by
exploiting the SSD-internal bandwidth and avoiding the need to move the data to other components.
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2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Active devices for data-intensive computing

The concept of “active devices”, in which limited application functionality is executed inside a memory or
storage component, has been well-developed over the years. Active disk designs, especially, were motivated
and studied extensively. The early proposals laid out the case for exploiting the excess computing cycles
of the hard disk drive (HDD) controller’s embedded processor for useful data processing, especially filter
and aggregation functions. For example, Riedel et al. [28] showed that, by aggregating the bandwidth and
computing capabilities of ten (emulated) HDDs, measured performance improves more than 2.2×, 2.2× and
2.8× for workloads like nearest-neighbor search, frequent set mining and image registration, respectively.
Substantial benefits have also been demonstrated for a range of other data-intensive workloads, including
database scan, select, and aggregation operations, satellite data processing, image processing, and search of
complex non-indexed data [1, 27, 17, 18]. Active memory system designs (sometimes called “intelligent
RAM”) have also been proposed and studied [26, 24], allowing simple functions to transform and filter
ranges of memory within the memory system without having to move it to the main CPU.

Programming models for active disks were developed and shown to fit such data-parallel processing
tasks, addressing both the data delivery and software safety issues; these same models should be suitable for
iSSDs. As a representative example, Acharya et al. [1] proposed a stream-based programming framework
and the notion of sandboxed “disklets” (disk-resident codes) for processing data ranges as they are made
available by the underlying device firmware.

Active devices have not become the norm, for various reasons. In the case of active memories, complex
manufacturing issues and memory technology changes arose. In the case of active disks, the demonstrated
benefits were primarily from parallelized data-local execution; for many data-intensive computing activities,
those benefits have instead been realized by spreading stored data across collections of commodity servers
(each with a few disks) and partitioning data processing across those same servers [4, 23, 10]. The same
approach has been more efficiently implemented with so-called wimpy nodes and low-power CPUs [2],
as well. But, we believe that flash-based SSDs have characteristics (e.g., parallel channels and very high
internal bandwidths) that make “active-ness” compelling, where it wasn’t for these other devices.

2.2 Architecture and evolution of SSDs

Figure 1 illustrates the general architecture of an SSD and how SSDs have evolved with the introduction
of new higher bandwidth host interfaces [31]. Key hardware components in an SSD are the host interface
controller, embedded CPU(s), on-chip SRAM, DRAM and flash memory controllers connected to the flash
chips. On top of the hardware substrate runs the SSD firmware commonly referred to as flash translation
layer (or FTL).

The host interface controller supports a specific bus interface protocol such as SATA, SAS and PCI
Express (PCI-e). The host interface bandwidth has steadily increased, from PATA (1.5 Gbps max) to SATA
(3 to 6 Gbps) in desktop systems and from SCSI (maxed out at about 5 Gbps) to SAS (about 5 Gbps max)
in enterprise applications. PCI-e has a high bandwidth of 2 to 8 Gbps per lane and shorter latency than other
interfaces.

The CPU(s) and SRAM provide the processing engine for running FTL. SRAM stores time-critical
data and codes. Typically, the CPU is a 32-bit RISC processor clocked at 200 to 400 MHz. Depending
on the application requirements, multiple CPUs are provided to handle host requests and flash management
tasks concurrently. DRAM stores user data and FTL metadata, and is operated at a clock rate of 667 MHz
or higher.

Flash memory controllers (FMCs) are responsible for data transfer between flash memory and DRAM
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Time frame Characteristics

2007–2008 4-way, 4 channels, 30–80 MB/s R/W perfor-
mance; mostly SLC flash based;

2008–2009 8–10 channels, 150–200+ MB/s performance
(SATA, consumer); 16+ channels, 600+ MB/s
performance (PCI-e, enterprise); use of MLC
flash in consumer products;

2009–2010 16+ channels, 200–300+ MB/s performance
(SATA 6 Gbps); 20+ channels, 1+ GB/s per-
formance (PCI-e); adoption of MLC in enter-
prise products;

2010– 16+ channels; wider acceptance of PCI-e;

Table 2: SSD evolution with new host interface standards.

NAND Flash Memory. An array of NAND flash memory is used as the permanent storage medium for user

data. A flash memory is typically comprised of multiple “blocks”, each of which has multiple “pages”. A block

is a unit of “erase” operation while a page is associated with “read” and “write” operations. Each flash memory

cell can store a single bit (“single-level cell” or SLC), two bits (“multi-level cell” or MLC) or even three bits

(“three-level cell” or TLC). To aggressively improve capacity per dollar, increasingly more SSDs are built with

MLC or TLC chips. Unfortunately, with more advanced technologies and with more bits per cell, the number

of writes (erases) we can apply to flash memory decreases substantially. Today, write endurance of SLC, MLC

and TLC chips are only about 105, 104, and 103. The NAND flash interface has evolved from 40 Mbps single

data rate to 400 Mbps double data rate; as increasingly higher performance is desired, the bandwidth will be

raised even further [15] (Figure 1).

NAND Flash Management Software. FTL parses incoming host commands and maps a logical block address

to a physical address on NAND flash memory for performance and reliability reasons. At a high level, FTL

has evolved from relatively simple HDD emulation to a vertically optimized complex software. In the most

common form of SSD deployment in today’s systems, SSDs are accessed via the traditional block interface

such as ATA and SCSI. This allows the existing storage software stack (e.g., file systems) developed for HDDs

to be reused without modification.

The simple block interface is evolving to incorporate support to address SSD-specific issues. The most

notable example is the “TRIM” command, which is included in the ATA standard [16]. Adopting the notion of

“objects” and the object storage device (OSD) interface [17] can further enhance the storage interface. With the

OSD interface, objects abstract physical storage management and attributes to convey and interpret application-

level semantics. The OSD interface can help SSDs manage resources and serve applications better in spite of

changing flash parameters.
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Figure 1: General architecture of an SSD (left): The dashed box is the boundary of the controller chip. SSD evolution
with new host interface standards (right).

(or host interface). They also guarantee data integrity based on an error correction code (ECC). As NAND
flash memory is continuously scaled down and adopt two-bits- or three-bits-per-cell schemes, the error rate
grows and a stronger ECC capability is required. As a result, the ECC logic has become a dominant part of
an SSD controller chip [35]. For high performance, FMCs utilize multi-way interleaving over multiple flash
chips on a shared I/O channel as well as multi-channel interleaving. FMCs are implemented with dedicated
hardware for efficiency or an application-specific instruction-set processor (ASIP) to support diverse flash
commands.
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Figure 2: Bandwidth trends of key hardware components.

The NAND flash memory interface has
evolved from 40 Mbps single data rate to 400 Mbps
double data rate; as higher performance is desired,
the bandwidth will be raised even further [31].
Figure 2 plots the bandwidth trends of the HDD,
NAND flash memory, SSD, host interface and CPU.
The bandwidth improvement in NAND flash, espe-
cially resulting from increased use of multiple inde-
pendent memory channels (with 8–16 being com-
mon today) for parallel data retrieval, results in
much higher raw internal and external bandwidth
than HDDs.

SSD bandwidth characteristics are what lead
us to explore the iSSD concept. The very high band-

widths mean that substantial bandwidth capability and energy is required to deliver all data to an external
processing unit, both of which could be reduced by filtering and/or aggregating within the SSD. Indeed, mod-
ern external SSD bandwidths lag raw internal bandwidths significantly—differences of 2–4× are common.
So, an iSSD could process data 2–4× faster just by being able to exploit the internal data rate. Moreover,
the natural parallelism inherent in SSD’s use of multiple channels couples well with parallelized data stream
processing.

2.3 iSSD-relevant workload characteristics

iSSDs would be expected to provide benefits for data-intensive applications that explore, query, analyze,
visualize, and, in general, process very large data sets [7, 14, 8]. In addition to simple data filtering and
aggregation, some emerging data mining applications are characterized by substantial computation. This
subsection examines a number of common data-intensive application kernels to gain insight into their rele-
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NAME [SOURCE] DESCRIPTION INPUT SIZE CPB∗ IPB† CPI‡

word count [36] Counts the number of unique word occurrences 105MB 90.0 87.1 1.0
linear regression [36] Applies linear regression best-fit over data points 542MB 31.5 40.2 0.8

histogram [36] Computes the RGB histogram of an image 1,406MB 62.4 37.4 1.7
string match [36] Pattern matches a set of strings against data streams 542MB 46.4 54.0 0.9

ScalParC [22] Decision tree classification 1,161MB 83.1 133.7 0.6
k-means [22] Mean-based data partitioning method 240MB 117.0 117.1 1.0

HOP [22] Density-based grouping method 60MB 48.6 41.2 1.2
Naı̈ve Bayesian [22] Statistical classifier based on class conditional indepen-

dence
126MB 49.3 83.6 0.6

grep (v2.6.3) Searches for a pattern in a file 1,500MB 5.7 4.6 1.2
scan (PostgreSQL) Finds records meeting given conditions from a database

table
1,280MB 3.1 3.9 0.8

Table 1: Example data-intensive kernels. Measurements were made on a Linux box with a Nehalem-class processor
using Intel’s VTune. Programs were compiled using icc (Intel’s C/C++ compiler) with the -O3 flag. Measurement
results in the table do not include the time to handle file I/O. ∗Cycles Per Byte. †Instructions Per Byte. ‡Cycles Per
Instruction.

vant characteristics.
Table 1 lists the kernels.1 We show three metrics in the table to characterize and highlight the data

processing complexity and the architectural efficiency. Among the three metrics, IPB captures the data
processing complexity of a kernel. If IPB is high (e.g., k-means), implying that much work is needed to
process a given input data, the workload is compute-intensive. In another example, grep and scan execute
well less than ten instructions on average to process a byte. IPB is determined primarily by the specific data
processing algorithm, the expressiveness of the instruction set, and the compiler’s ability to produce efficient
codes.

By comparison, CPI reveals, and is determined by, the hardware architecture efficiency. On the testbed
we used, the ideal CPI is 0.20 to 0.25 because the processor is capable of issuing four to five instructions
per cycle. The measured CPI values range from 0.60 (ScalParC and Naı̈ve Bayesian) to 1.7 (histogram).
Compared with the ideal CPI, the values represent at least 2× and up to 8.5× efficiency degradation. There
are three main reasons for the inefficiency: high clock frequency (i.e., relatively long memory latency), poor
cache performance, and frequent branch mispredictions. According to Ozisikyilmaz et al. [25] the L2 cache
miss rates of the classification kernels in Table 1 are as high as 10% to 68%. Moreover, HOP has a branch
misprediction rate of 10%, considerably higher than other workloads in the same benchmark suite.

Another interesting observation is that kernels with a low IPB tend to have a high CPI. Kernels with an
IPB smaller than 50 have the average CPI of 1.14 while the the average CPI of kernels with an IPB above
50 is only 0.82. We reason that high-IPB kernels are compute-intensive and utilize the available functional
units and reuse the data in the cache memory relatively well. On the other hand, low-IPB kernels spend
few instructions per unit data and the utilization of the hardware resources may slide (e.g., cache performs
poorly on streams).

Lastly, CPB combines IPB and CPI (CPB = IPB × CPI), and is the data processing rate of a platform.
Hence, it is our goal to minimize CPB with the proposed ISSD. For the kernels we examined, CPB ranges
from less than ten (scan and grep) to over a hundred (k-means).

1A few kernels have been adapted to run on both an x86 platform and our ARM-based simulator platform described in Sec-
tion 4.3.
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Figure 3: The organization of an iSSD’s FMC (in red box) and the reconfigurable stream processor (right).

3 Intelligent SSDs

iSSDs offer the earliest opportunity to process data after they are retrieved from the physical storage medium.
This section describes the iSSD—its hardware architecture and software architecture. Feasible data process-
ing strategies as well as challenges to exploit iSSDs are also discussed.

3.1 Hardware architecture
The main difference in hardware between a regular SSD and an iSSD is their compute capabilities; iSSDs
must provide substantially higher compute power to translate the raw flash memory bandwidth into high
data processing rates. In conventional HDDs and SSDs, in-storage compute power is provisioned to meet
the firmware performance requirements (e.g., host command processing, block mapping, error handling).
The active disk work [1, 18, 27] optimistically predicted that future storage controller chips (in HDDs)
will have increasingly more excess compute capabilities. However, that didn’t happen because there is no
immediate merit for a storage vendor to add higher horsepower to a device than needed at cost. We argue
that the iSSD internal architecture must be designed specially and offer both high raw performance and
flexible programmability.

There are at least two ways to add compute resources in the SSD datapath: by integrating more (pow-
erful) embedded CPUs and by augmenting each FMC with a processing element. While we consider both in
this work, we note that SSD designers have kept adding more flash memory channels to continue the SSD
bandwidth growth. Hence, it is necessary to scale the amount of compute power in the iSSD according to the
number of flash memory channels, justifying the second approach. This approach has an added benefit of not
increasing the bandwidth requirements on the shared DRAM. This work proposes to employ a customized
ASIP and a reconfigurable stream processor as the FMC processing element, as shown in Figure 3.

The diagram in the bottom shows the components inside an FMC—flash interface, scratchpad SRAM,
DMA, embedded processor, reconfigurable stream processor and bus bridge. Raw data from the flash mem-
ory are first stored in the scratchpad SRAM before data processing begins. Data are then processed by the
per-FMC embedded processor (and the stream processor). The embedded processor has a custom instruc-
tion set for efficient data processing and small area cost. However, as Table 1 suggests, certain algorithms
may still require many cycles for each input byte and may render the FMC stage a serious bottleneck. For
example, word count has an IPB of 87. If the flash memory transfers data at 400 MB/s and the embedded
processor is clocked at 400 MHz, the actual achievable data processing rate would be slowed down by the
factor of 87, compared to the full raw data bandwidth (assuming a CPI of 1)!

In order to effectively increase the FMC’s data processing rate, we propose to incorporate a reconfig-
urable stream processor, highlighted in the right diagram. Once configured, the stream processor performs
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for each stream input a 

  //Compute SX, SY, SYY, SXX, SXY 

  SX  += a.x; SXX += a.x * a.x; 

  SY  += a.y; SYY += a.y * a.y; 

  SXY += a.x * a.y; 

add 

mul add 

add 

mul add 

mul add 

a.x 

a.x 
a.x 

a.y 

a.y 
a.y 

a.x 
a.y 

for each stream input a 

  for each cluster centroid k 

    if (a.x-xk)^2 + (a.y-yk)^2 < min 

      min = (a.x-xk)^2 + (a.y-yk)^2; 

sub mul 
a.x 

sub mul 

add 

min 

add 

add 0 

0 

zero 

x1,…,xk 

 

a.y y1,…,yk 

 
x1,…,xk 

 

y1,…,yk 

 

enable 

enable 

for each position a and b of 

  two strings A and B 

    if a == b then match_count ++; 

if match_count == strlen(A) then 

  return true; 

else return false; 

cmp 
a 

b 

add 

add 
0 

cmp 

enable 
zero 

0 

Figure 4: Reconfigurable stream processor instances for linear regression, k-means and string match from left.

like dedicated hardware, achieving very high data processing rates and low power [11]. At the heart of the
stream processor are an array of ALUs, configurable connections and the main controller. An ALU’s output
is either stored to the SRAM or forwarded to another ALU. How processed data flow within the processor
is configurable (by programming the “configuration memory”). The main controller is responsible for the
configuration and sequencing of operations. Figure 4 presents three example instances of the stream pro-
cessor. For these examples, the CPB improvement rate is 3.4× (linear regression), 4.9× (k-means) and
1.4× (string match).

Data processing with the proposed FMC is expected to be efficient. First, the stream processor exploits
high fine-grained parallelism with multiple ALUs. Second, the embedded processor and the stream pro-
cessor feed their data from a scratchpad memory, not cache. Third, the embedded processor has a shallow
pipeline and does not suffer from a high branch misprediction penalty like the host CPU. Hence, the effec-
tive average CPB achieved with the FMCs is expected to be very competitive. This observation is revisited
in Section 4.

Beyond FMCs, further data processing can be done by the embedded CPUs. The performance of the
CPUs can be scaled with the core type (e.g., ARM7 vs. Cortex-A8), core count, and clock frequency.
Because the CPUs see data from all flash memory channels, they can perform “wide-scope” tasks like the
Reduce stage of a MapReduce job. The performance of the embedded CPUs is limited by the shared DRAM
bandwidth, however.

3.2 Software architecture

This section considers programming frameworks to utilize the proposed iSSD architecture efficiently. Since
an iSSD platform includes multiple heterogeneous processor cores, its programming framework should
be able to express parallelism for heterogeneous processors. Among many frameworks, for example,
OpenCL [19] meets the requirements. It not only supports data parallel executions on each parallel device
but also provides a unified programming framework to coordinate heterogeneous devices and host CPUs to
collaborate. Another framework that is particularly interesting to us is MapReduce [12]. It was developed
primarily for distributed systems and assumes that individual processing units (computers) read data from a
storage device.

The MapReduce framework provides two basic primitives: Map and Reduce. They are user specified
and easy to be parallelize and distribute on the computing elements (FMC processors and embedded CPUs in
the context of iSSD) with the assistance of the run-time system. In addition, the MapReduce model matches
well with the hardware organization of iSSD as shown in Figure 5(a). Input data are saved in flash memory
prior to being transferred to FMCs. They execute the Map phase and the intermediate results are stored in
DRAM or flash memory temporarily. The output data are produced and transferred to the host system or
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Figure 5: Mapping the MapReduce framework to iSSD. (a) Associating MapReduce phases to iSSD hardware orga-
nization. (b) Software structure and execution flow of iSSD.

flash memory after the Reduce phase that is run on the embedded CPUs. The Map and Reduce functions are
assigned to the iSSD or the host system depending on the cost and benefit projection. The job partitioning
and resource assignment are managed by the MapReduce run-time system that is split to run on the host
system and the iSSD. We call the run-time system “Initiator” (on the host) and “Agent” (on the iSSD)
(Figure 5(b)). Initiator, essentially a run-time library, provides programmers with a programming interface
to iSSDs. Initiator hides some iSSD details such as the number of embedded CPUs and FMCs, the capability
of stream processors, and flash memory parameters. Agent is responsible for allocating and scheduling Map
and Reduce tasks inside the iSSD. It communicates with Initiator through a tunneling mechanism available
in storage protocols like SATA, SAS and PCI-e or via an object storage interface [20].2 An iSSD based job
execution scenario using the suggested framework is given in Figure 5(b).

iSSDs face an issue that was thoroughly explored in previous active disk work [27, 1, 18]: enabling
applications to target data even though legacy file systems are not aware of underlying active-ness and
underlying devices are not aware of file system organization details. One approach is to use a separate
partition and direct I/O for the data, which worked for modified databases and work for our MapReduce
framework. In our iSSD prototype on a real SSD (Section 4.3), this approach is taken. Another is to modify
legacy file systems to allow applications (e.g., Initiator) to obtain block lists associated with files, and request
that they do not change for a period of time, which can then be provided to the iSSD (e.g., Agent).

An issue for iSSDs that was not present for active disks relates to how data is partitioned across the flash
memory channels. Striping across channels is used to provide high streaming bandwidth, which could create
difficulties for processing of data on individual per-channel processing elements; with striped data, no single
processing element would have it all. Fortunately, the stripe unit size is fairly large (e.g., 8KB or 16KB) and
consistent with common file system block sizes and database page sizes [27, 1, 18]. For applications that can
process individual blocks/pages, one by one, channel striping should present no issue for our proposed iSSD
architecture. Fortunately, almost all active disk work found this to hold for applications of interst, which
was important because of files being partitioned into independently allocated blocks. Many more recent
data mining activities can also be arranged to fit this requirement, given exposure of the internal block
(stripe unit) size. When it is not possible, the embedded processor can still process data (more slowly), as it
sees the unstriped data.

2There are interesting trade-offs between using a commodity legacy interface like SATA (large installed base) and the object
storage interface (rich information within storage). Exploring the trade-offs in detail is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3.3 Data processing strategies with iSSDs

Allocation of Map and Reduce functions to different processing elements affects the system performance
significantly. Therefore, one must carefully map tasks onto heterogeneous hardware resources in an iSSD
platform. This work proposes two data processing strategies: pipelining and partitioning.

Pipelining. The pipelining strategy assigns tasks to a set of computing resources in a hierarchical manner.
For instance, Map functions could be mapped onto processors inside FMCs and Reduce functions onto the
iSSD’s embedded CPUs. As such, a set of homogeneous processors execute their mapped tasks in parallel
and send the computed results to the next layer of processors in a pipeline fashion. For example, FMCs
can perform pattern search in parallel. They can then pass the matched values to the shared DRAM buffer.
Next, the iSSD’s embedded CPUs can accomplish complex operations that require global information, such
as Reduce tasks, join in database, and sort over filtered data sets (preprocessed by FMCs). Intermediate data
are stored in temporary memory (SRAM and DRAM) and computation results are passed to the higher level
computing stages.

Because the available physical processing resources are organized in a hierarchical manner in an iSSD
platform—from FMCs to embedded processors (inside the iSSD) to host CPUs—, this data processing strat-
egy fits nicely with the available hardware infrastructure. However, certain applications may not naturally
and efficiently exploit this strategy (e.g., lack of low-level parallelism needed to utilize FMCs).

Partitioning. In general, host CPUs are higher performance than any single computing resource in the
iSSD. If we map a given data-intensive computing job entirely to an iSSD we may end up under-utilizing
the host CPUs. To fully utilize the computing resources in both the host platform and the iSSD, we could
assign Map functions to both entities by “partitioning” the job into properly sized sub-jobs. For example, if
the input data set is composed of 1,000 files, 400 files could be delegated to the iSSD and the remaining 600
files could be processed by the host CPUs.

For best results, we need to balance the amount of data (computation) the host CPUs and the iSSD take
based on their performance. This decision can be made at run time (“dynamic load-balancing”) or before the
job is launched (“static load-balancing”). For stream oriented applications, the simple, static load-balancing
would work well (the actual balancing decisions are reached based on accurate performance models like the
ones in Section 4). This is because the execution time of each function varies little in stream applications.
Still, if the execution time of a function varies or it is hard to predict the execution time a priori, a dynamic
load-balancing strategy will be effective.

Finally, the pipelining and the partitioning strategies can be used in combination. In fact, combining
both strategies will likely lead to better system performance with higher overall resource utilization. We will
come back to this point when we discuss evaluation results in Section 5.2.

4 Modeling iSSD Benefits

This section develops models to evaluate the benefits of the proposed iSSD approach. We take a data-centric
perspective and express performance and energy as a function of input data size. In essence, the overall
performance (or inversely, total time) and energy are determined by the average time and energy to process
a single input byte. We will separately discuss models for pipelining and partitioning.

4.1 Models for pipelining

Performance. A data-intensive workload may involve multiple execution phases. For example, a typical
MapReduce workload would go through three phases, namely, map, sort and reduce. Hence, once we
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compute the times of individual phases, we can combine them to obtain the overall execution time.3 The
execution time of a given phase is, simply put, D/B, where D is the input data size and B the overall
processing bandwidth for the phase. Our performance modeling effort accordingly focuses on computing B.

We assume that D is sufficiently large for each phase. Moreover, B is determined primarily by the
underlying hardware architecture and the workload characteristics. Then, each phase’s execution time is
determined by D and the steady data processing bandwidth (=B) of the system during the phase. Note that
Riedel [27] makes the same assumptions in his active disk performance models.

With the pipelining workload mapping strategy, data being processed go through multiple steps in a
pipelined manner. Each step can be thought of as a pipeline stage and the step that takes the longest amount
of time determines the overall data processing bandwidth at the system level. The steps are: (a) Data transfer
from NAND flash chips to an FMC on each channel; (b) Data processing at the FMC; (c) Data transfer from
the FMC to the DRAM; (d) Data processing with the SSD embedded CPU(s) on the data stored in the
DRAM; (e) Data transfer from the SSD (DRAM) to the host via the host interface; and (f) Data processing
with the host CPU(s). If the time needed for each of the above steps is tnand2 f mc, t f mc, t f mc2dram, tssd cpu,
tssd2host and thost cpu, respectively, the bandwidth is the inverse of the total time (Ttotal). Hence, we have:

Ttotal = (1− p) · tconv +max(t∗), B =
D

Ttotal
(1)

where t∗ is the list of the time components defined above (for steps (a)–(f)) and (1− p) is the portion of the
execution that is not pipelinable [27] using the iSSD scheme, and tconv is the time that would be consumed
with the conventional scheme. Let us now tackle each term in t∗.
(a) Data transfer from NAND flash chips to an FMC on each channel. Given nch flash channels and the
per-channel effective data rate of rnand , tnand2 f mc = D/nch · rnand . We assume that data have been split onto
the NAND flash chips evenly and all data channels are utilized equally.
(b) Data processing at the FMC. Once data are retrieved from NAND flash chips, they are processed in
parallel using nch FMCs. Each ASIP processor at an FMC is assumed to run at the clock frequency of f f mc.
Furthermore, to process a single byte, the processor would require CPB f mc cycles on average. Hence,

t f mc =
D ·CPB f mc

nch · f f mc
=

D · IPB f mc ·CPI f mc

nch · f f mc
. (2)

In the above formulation, IPB f mc exposes the efficiency of the instruction set chosen (and the compiler),
CPI f mc the microarchitecture, and f f mc the microarchitecture and the circuit-level processor implementation.
(c) Data transfer from the FMC to the DRAM. We introduce a key parameter α to express the amount
of residual data for further processing after FMCs finish processing a batch of data. α can be referred to as
reduction factor or selectivity depending on the workload semantics and has a value between 0 and 1. The
time needed to push the residual data from the FMCs to the DRAM is, then: t f mc2dram = α ·D/rdram. We
assumed that the aggregate data rate of the nch NAND flash channels is at least rdram, the DRAM bandwidth.
(d) Data processing with the embedded CPU(s). Our formulation here is similar to that for Equation (2).

tssd cpu =
α ·D ·CPBssd cpu

nssd cpu · fssd cpu
=

α ·D · IPBssd cpu ·CPIssd cpu

nssd cpu · fssd cpu
.

CPBssd cpu, fssd cpu, IPBssd cpu and CPIssd cpu are defined similarly. nssd cpu is the number of embedded
CPUs.
(e) Data transfer from the SSD to the host. If there remains further processing after step (d), data transfer
occurs from the iSSD to the host. With a data reduction factor β, the time to transfer data is expressed as:
tssd2host = α ·β ·D/rhost , where rhost is the host interface data transfer rate.

3Tasks of different phases may overlap in time depending on how the “master” coordinates task allocations [12].
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(f) Data processing with the host CPU(s). In the last step, data processing with the host CPU takes:

thost cpu =
α ·β ·D ·CPBhost cpu

nhost cpu · fhost cpu
=

α ·β ·D · IPBhost cpu ·CPIhost cpu

nhost cpu · fhost cpu
,

where nhost cpu is the number of host CPUs. CPBhost cpu, fhost cpu, IPBhost cpu and CPIhost cpu are CPB, clock
frequency, IPB and CPI for the host CPUs.

The above time components ((a) through (f)) are plugged into Equation (1) to obtain the data processing
bandwidth of a particular phase in a workload. Note that the effect of parallel processing with multiple
computing resources (nch, nssd cpu and nhost cpu) is exposed.

Finally, let us derive the bandwidth of the conventional data processing scheme by adapting the above
formulation. Because there is no data processing within the SSD, α = β = 1 (all data will be transferred to
the host). Furthermore, step (b) and (d) are skipped, i.e., t f mc = tssd cpu = 0. With these changes, Equation (1)
remains valid for the conventional data processing scheme.

Energy. The main idea of our energy models is: The overall energy is a function of input data size and
energy to process a single byte. Energy consumption of a system is the sum of two components, dynamic
energy and static energy (Etotal = Edyn +Estatic). We assume that Estatic is simply Pstatic ·Ttotal where Pstatic

is a constant (static power); accordingly, we focus in this section on deriving Edyn.
Dynamic energy consumption is split into energy due to computation and energy for data transfer.

That is, Edyn = Ecomp + Ex f er = D · (EPBcomp + EPBx f er), where EPBcomp is the average energy spent
on processing a single byte of input and EPBx f er is the average energy spent on data transfer per sin-
gle byte. EPBcomp can be further decomposed into terms that represent the contributions of different
hardware components: EPBcomp = EPB f mc + α · EPBssd cpu + α · β · EPBhost cpu. Similarly, EPBx f er =
EPBnand2 f mc +α ·EPB f mc2dram +α · β ·EPBssd2host , where EPBA2B is the energy needed to move a byte
from A to B.

To expose the processor design choices and their impact, we can further decompose the terms of
EPBcomp: EPB f mc = EPI f mc · IPB f mc, EPBssd cpu = EPIssd cpu · IPBssd cpu, and EPBhost cpu = EPIhost cpu ·
IPBhost cpu, where EPI∗ is the average energy per instruction, an architectural and circuit design parameter.

4.2 Models for partitioning

Performance. With the partitioning strategy, data are split between the iSSD and the host for processing.
Hence, D=Dissd+Dhost . Then, based on the partition, the execution time Ttotal =max(Dissd/Bissd ,Dhost/Bhost),
where Bissd and Bhost stand for the data processing bandwidth of the iSSD and the host. Clearly, the above
formulation captures the importance of partitioning, because Ttotal is minimized when the execution times of
the iSSD and the host are equal. Bissd and Bhost can be easily obtained with our formulation of Section 4.1.
For example, Bhost can be expressed as nhost cpu · fhost cpu/CPBhost cpu.

Energy. Like before, we assume that Estatic is Pstatic · Ttotal and focus on deriving the dynamic energy,
Edyn = Ecomp + Ex f er = Dissd · EPBissd comp +Dhost · EPBhost cpu +Dhost · EPBssd2host . EPBissd comp is the
average energy spent on processing a single byte of input within the iSSD and can be computed using our
formulation for the pipelining case with β = 0. EPBhost cpu and EPBssd2host were previously defined.

4.3 Validation

The basic performance modeling framework of this work was previously validated by Riedel [27]. They
compare the performance of a single server with fast, directly attached SCSI disks against the same machine
with network-attached (emulated) active disks. Because the iSSD architecture stresses high data access
parallelism inside a single device, the emulation approach is too limiting in our case. Instead, we develop
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Figure 6: Comparison of cycle counts of three benchmarks obtained with our models and SoC Designer simulation.
Dotted lines and solid lines are for iSSD processing with and without stream processor acceleration (XL), respectively.

and use two iSSD prototypes to validate our models and evaluate the iSSD approach. Our first prototype is
a detailed execution-driven iSSD simulator that runs on SoC Designer [9]. Our second prototype is built on
a real SSD product platform provided by Samsung [30]. Let us discuss each in the following.

Model validation through simulation of iSSD hardware. Our simulation is both functional and timing.
We describe the hardware components in Figure 3 using SystemC and realistic timings. We use an existing
cycle-accurate ARM9 model to simulate embedded CPUs and FMC processors. Additionally, we build a
timing-only wrapper simulation component for reconfigurable stream processors to avoid designing a full-
fledged stream processor at the RTL level. This component reads program execution traces and generates
necessary events (e.g., bus transactions) at specified time points.

We have ported a MapReduce framework similar to Stanford Phoenix [36] to natively run on our
simulator. An embedded CPU in the iSSD becomes a “master” and triggers FMCs to execute Map tasks
(more experimental settings in Section 5.1). It also manages buffers in DRAM to collect intermediate data.
If the output buffer in DRAM gets full, the embedded CPU flushes the data and triggers the FMCs for further
data processing.

Figure 6 plots how well the results obtained from our model and the simulator agree. Overall, the model
is shown to predict the performance trends very well as we change the number of flash memory channels.
The maximum error between the two results was 17.9% and the average error was 5.1%.

Scan experiments with prototype iSSD. We also separately studied how database scan is accelerated and
system-level energy consumption is saved with the iSSD approach by porting PostgreSQL’s scan algorithm
to the Samsung SSD platform, having sixteen 40 MB/s FMCs (i.e., internal bandwidth is 640 MB/s) and
a SATA 3 Gbps interface (∼250 MB/s on the quad-core system used). The SSD has two ARM processors
and 256 MB DRAM. As for software implementation, simple Initiator and Agent were implemented in the
host system and the SSD. They communicate with each other through a system call, ioctl() with the
ATA PASS THROUGH parameter. A SATA reserved command was used for parameter and metadata passing.
The scan algorithm is implemented into a Map function and loaded into the code memory of an embedded
CPU.

For input data, a 1 GB TPC-H Lineitem table [32] was written into flash memory with striping. Se-
lectivity was 1% and projectivity was 4 bytes (out of 150 bytes). After input data was stored, the data
layout information such as table schema and projected column was delivered to the SSD. As soon as the
host system invoked the scan function through Initiator, the input data were read into the internal buffer
memory (DRAM) of the SSD and compared with the key value for scan operation. Matched data items are
transferred to the host periodically by Initiator until there is no more data to be scanned.

The measured performance improvement with the iSSD over the host system was 2.3×. Because
database scan is not compute-intensive, this performance improvement came closely by the ratio between the
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SSD-internal NAND flash bandwidth and the host interface bandwidth (640 MB/250 MB=2.56). Through
careful mapping of the scan algorithm, we were able to achieve a near-maximum performance gain with
only a single embedded CPU. In particular, scan operation and FTL execution time (tens of microseconds)
are effectively hidden by data transfer time between flash memory and the internal buffer memory. Our
analytical models are capable of capturing this effect, and the performance predictions in Figure 7 agree
with our measurement result. We also measured dynamic energy improvement (difference of current flowing
from the wall outlet to the system) of 5.2× using a multimeter.

5 Quantitative Evaluation

To complement the prototype measurements above, this section uses the analytical models to study the
performance and energy benefits of the iSSD approach across a broader range of configurations. Our main
focus is to prove the concept of the iSSD and identify conditions when the iSSD obtains the most and least
benefit.

5.1 Evaluation setup

iSSD parameters
rnand 400 MB/s
rdram 3.2GB/s (@800 MHz, 32-bit bus)
nch 8–64 with the step of 8
f f mc 400 MHz, 800 MHz

nssd_cpu, fssd_cpu 4, 400 MHz

System parameters
rhost 600 MB/s (SATA), 4 or 8 GB/s

nhost_cpu 4, 8, 16
fhost_cpu 3.2 GHz

Workload parameters—linear_regression, string_match,
k-means, scan

p 1
α 0.05 for scan; <0.05 for others;

CPB f mc 33.6, 38.8, 157.6, 4.0
CPB f mc (w/ accel.) 10.1, 28.3, 32.4, 1.0

CPBhost_cpu 31.5, 46.4, 117.0, 3.1

Table 2: Parameter values used during evaluation.
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Figure 7: Performance of selected kernels on five system configurations: HOST-SATA, HOST-4G, HOST-8G, iSSD-400,
iSSD-800, and iSSD-XL. HOST-“speed” represents a conventional, host CPU based processing scheme with the storage
interface speed of “speed” (“SATA”=600 MB/s, “4G”=4 GB/s, “8G”=8 GB/s). iSSD-400 and iSSD-800 employ FMCs
running at 400 MHz and 800 MHz for data processing. iSSD-XL uses reconfigurable stream processors for processing.
iSSD-400 uses the SATA interface, iSSD-800 the PCI-e 4 GB/s interface, and iSSD-XL the PCI-e 8 GB/s interface.

example, with k-means and string_match (our “compute-intensive” kernels), the host interface speed mattered

little. With linear_regression, the 4 GB/s and 8 GB/s host interface speeds made no difference. iSSD configura-

tions show scalable performance in the whole FMC count range, except with scan. In this case, the performance

of iSSD-XL was saturated due to the internal DRAM bandwidth wall (not the host interface bandwidth) when

the number of FMCs exceeded 48. By comparison, all conventional machine configurations suffered the host

interface bandwidth limitation, making scan the only truly storage bandwidth bound workload among the ker-

nels examined. Still, iSSD configurations scale the scan throughput for the most part because the iSSD does

not transfer filtered data to the host, reducing the required data traffic substantially. Our results clearly highlight

the importance of efficient data handling with optimized hardware, parallel data processing and data filtering.

Among the examined kernels, string_match and k-means have an IPB larger than 50 and are compute-
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The right table lists the values of the parameters to
plug into our models. Hardware parameters (for the
iSSD and the host platform) are based on the tech-
nology trends summarized in Section 2.2. For intu-
itive discussions, we focus on four selected kernels
that have different characteristics: linear regression,
string match, k-means, and scan. In terms of com-
putation complexity (expressed in IPB), scan is the
simplest and k-means is the most complex. Except
scan, which we implement its kernel to directly run
on FMCs, we ported the Map stage of the remaining
kernels to FMCs. We focus on the Map stage of the
kernels only because there are many options for run-
ning the Reduce stage (e.g., in iSSD or host? Over-
lapped or not?) and the Map stage is often the time-
dominant phase (76–99% in our examples). We use hardware acceleration to speed up the kernels using the
stream processor instances in Figure 4. For scan, we estimate CPBs for iSSD to be 4 and 1 (with hardware
support for fast matching) based on our experiments on a real SSD platform (Section 4.3).

Throughout this section, we fix rnand to 400 MB/s to keep the design space to explore reasonably
bounded. This way, we focus on nch, the only parameter to control the internal raw data bandwidth of
the storage. In the case of iSSD, nch also determines the raw data processing throughput. Lastly, we set
p = 1 [27].

5.2 Results

Performance improvement potential. Figure 7 compares the data processing rate of different iSSD and
conventional machine configurations, as we change the number of FMCs. We assume that the host machine
has eight CPUs. iSSD configurations are shown to effectively increase the data processing bandwidth as we
add more FMCs while conventional machine configurations (having equivalently fast SSDs) gain little.

Interestingly, the performance of the conventional configurations were compute-bound except for scan.
For example, with k-means and string match (our “compute-intensive” kernels), the host interface speed
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Figure 7: Performance of selected kernels on five system configurations: HOST-SATA, HOST-4G, HOST-8G, iSSD-
400, iSSD-800, and iSSD-XL. HOST-“speed” represents a conventional, host CPU based processing scheme with
the storage interface speed of “speed” (“SATA”=600 MB/s, “4G”=4 GB/s, “8G”=8 GB/s). iSSD-400 and iSSD-800
employ FMCs running at 400 MHz and 800 MHz for data processing. iSSD-XL uses reconfigurable stream processors
for processing. iSSD-400 uses the SATA interface, iSSD-800 the PCI-e 4 GB/s interface, and iSSD-XL the PCI-e
8 GB/s interface.

mattered little. With linear regression, the 4 GB/s and 8 GB/s host interface speeds made no difference.
iSSD configurations show scalable performance in the whole FMC count range, except with scan. In this
case, the performance of iSSD-XL was saturated due to the internal DRAM bandwidth wall (not the host
interface bandwidth) when the number of FMCs exceeded 48. By comparison, all conventional machine
configurations suffered the host interface bandwidth limitation, making scan the only truly storage band-
width bound workload among the kernels examined. Still, iSSD configurations scale the scan throughput
for the most part because the iSSD does not transfer filtered data to the host, reducing the required data
traffic substantially. Our results clearly highlight the importance of efficient data handling with optimized
hardware, parallel data processing and data filtering.

Among the examined kernels, string match and k-means have an IPB larger than 50 and are compute-
intensive (see Table 1). In both cases, the data processing rate on the host CPUs is not bounded by the host
interface bandwidth at all. Interestingly, their performance behavior on the iSSD is quite different. k-means
was successfully accelerated and performs substantially better on the iSSD than host CPUs with 24 or more
FMCs. In contrast, string match required as many as 40 FMCs to outperform host CPUs. The main reason
is that the stream processor is not as effective for this kernel as other kernels and produced a small gain of
only 37% compared with the 400 MHz FMC processor (also indirectly evidenced by the large improvement
with the 800 MHz FMCs). If the iSSD does not have sufficient resources available, one would execute
workloads like string match on host CPUs [27]. Still, the particular example of string match motivates
us to investigate (in the future) a broader array of workload acceleration opportunities, especially to handle
unstructured data streams efficiently.

In a conventional system, parallelism is exploited by involving more CPUs in computation. To gain
further insight about the effectiveness of parallel processing inside the iSSD (with FMCs) as opposed to on
the host platform (with multiple CPUs), Figure 8 identifies iso-performance configurations of the iSSD and
conventional systems in two plots, each assuming a different host interface speed (600 MB/s vs. 8 GB/s).

Both plots show that hardware acceleration makes iSSD data processing much more efficient by in-
creasing the effective per-channel throughput. Consider linear regression for example: When rhost is
600 MB/s, the iSSD obtains the performance of the 16-CPU host configuration with 52 FMCs (without
acceleration) and 15 FMCs (with acceleration). Note that there is a large difference between the maximum
raw instruction throughput between the iSSD and the host configurations; the 4-CPU host configuration
(4×3.2 GHz×4 instructions/cycle) corresponds to twice the computing capacity of the 64-FMC iSSD con-
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Figure 8: Iso-performance iSSD (Y axis) and host (X) configurations.

figuration (64×400 MHz×1 instruction/cycle). The fact that we find iso-performance points in each column
reveals the strength of the iSSD approach. Simple kernels like scan and linear regression perform much
more efficiently on the iSSD. Moreover, relatively complex kernels like k-means will also be quite suitable
for running on the iSSD, given adequate hardware acceleration support.

With a high-bandwidth host interface, the host CPU configurations gain on performance, and hence, the
curves are pushed toward the upper-left corner. Still, the iSSD provides robust performance with acceleration
for scan, k-means and linear regression. With fewer than 41 FMCs, the iSSD performed as well as 16
CPUs for these kernels.

We also gain from above results an insight that having more powerful embedded CPUs in an iSSD
(e.g., Cortex-A8s at 1.2 GHz) will not produce equivalent cost-effective performance benefits because they
are subject to the same architecture inefficiency issues that plague host CPUs. Moreover, with significantly
more compute power in the embedded CPUs, the shared DRAM bandwidth will become a new bottleneck.
Attacking data at FMCs—the front line of computing resources—appears essential for scalable data pro-
cessing in iSSDs.
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Figure 9: Performance of host only, iSSD only, and parti-
tioning based combined configuration.

Lastly, we explore the potential of applying
both partitioning and pipelining strategies in the
iSSD architecture. We employ all computing re-
sources, including FMCs and host CPUs, to maxi-
mize data processing throughput. Figure 9 presents
the result, assuming optimal work partitioning be-
tween the iSSD and host CPUs. It is shown that
higher data processing throughput is achievable
with partitioning, compared with either the host
only or the iSSD only configuration. Except for
scan, the maximum achievable throughput is the
sum of the throughputs of the host CPUs and the
iSSD. This is because the ample internal flash mem-
ory bandwidth (nch = 32) can feed the host CPUs
and the FMCs simultaneously. This is why data
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Figure 10: Breakdown of energy into key system components (left) and input parameters to the energy model (right).

processing throughput of nearly 1,700 MB/s is achieved with linear regression when the host interface
bandwidth is merely 600 MB/s. In case of scan, pipelining with the iSSD already achieves the highest
possible data throughput (12.8 GB/s) that matches the raw flash memory bandwidth and partitioning brings
no additional benefit. In this case, the host CPUs may perform other useful computation or enter into a low
power mode.

The partitioning strategy brings practical benefits because partitioning is relatively straightforward
when the input data is large and the partitioning overhead becomes relatively small. We are encouraged
by our result, and specific research issues of static and dynamic partitioning (and load balancing) are left for
future work.

Energy reduction potential. To investigate potential energy savings of the iSSD approach, we compute
EPB for three configurations: conventional host processing, iSSD without acceleration, and iSSD with
acceleration. The examined configurations follow the setup of Section 5.1 and nch = 8. We break down
energy into key system components. In case of host processing, they are: CPUs, main memory, chipset, I/O
bus and SSD. For iSSD, we consider: FMC processor, stream processor, DRAM, NAND flash and I/O.

We use the widely practiced event-based energy estimation method (e.g., [6, 5]). We determine our
energy parameters based on publicly available information. For example, energy of the host CPU and the in-
iSSD processors are derived from [13, 3, 11]. SRAM scratchpad memory and DRAM energy are estimated
using [16] and [21]. Flash memory energy is obtained from data books and in-house measurement. For fair
comparison, we assume that the host CPU is built with a 22-nm technology while the SSD/iSSD controllers
are built with a 45-nm technology (i.e., two technology generations apart). Figure 10 is the result and the
parameters used.

It is shown that overall, the iSSD configurations see large energy reduction in all examined ker-
nels by at least 5× (k-means) and the average reduction was over 9×. Furthermore, energy is sig-
nificantly smaller when the stream processor was used—the maximum reduction was over 27× for lin-
ear regression (9× without the stream processor). The stream processor was very energy-efficient, con-
suming only 0.123 nJ/byte in the worst case (string match), compared with 63.0 nJ/byte of the host CPU
for the same kernel. Clearly, hardware acceleration proves to be effective for both performance improvement
and energy saving in iSSDs.

In host processing, typically more than half of all energy is consumed for data transfer (I/O, chipset
and main memory). iSSD addresses this inefficiency by migrating computation and eliminating unnecessary
data transfer. In this sense, the iSSD approach is in stark contrast with other approaches toward efficient
data processing, such as intelligent memory [26], on-CPU specialization [33], GPGPUs [15] and low-power
CPUs [2]; they offer more efficient computing than powerful CPUs but do not eliminate the overheads of
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data transfer. For example, even if these approaches employ the same energy-efficient reconfigurable stream
processors, their energy improvement would be limited to 1.04× to 1.60× (when iSSD achieves 17× to
27× with acceleration).
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CHIP COMPONENT SSD iSSD

CPUs 700K 2,200K
(int core×2) ((int+fp)×4)

SRAM (256 KB) 1,500K 1,500K
FMC (incl. ECC, 7,200K 11,200K

16 channels) (450K×16) (700K×16)
PCI-e (mac only) 500K 500K
DRAM controller 50K 50K

Peripherals 60K 60K
Misc. (glue, pads, ...) 2,000K 2,000K

TOTAL 12,010K 17,510K

Table 2: Gate count estimation of a conventional SSD controller and an iSSD controller chip.
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Figure 9: Breakdown of energy consumption into key system components.

CHIP COMPONENT SSD ISSD

CPUs 700K 2,200K
(int core×2) ((int+fp)×4)

SRAM (256 KB) 1,500K 1,500K
FMC (16 ch.) 7,200K 11,200K

(450K×16) (700K×16)
PCI-e (mac only) 500K 500K
DRAM controller 50K 50K

Peripherals 60K 60K
Misc. (glue, pads, ...) 2,000K 2,000K

TOTAL 12,010K 17,510K

Table 4: Gate count estimation of a conventional SSD controller and an ISSD controller chip.

(string_match), compared with 16.8 nJ/byte of the host CPU. Hardware acceleration proves to be an effective

way for further energy savings in ISSDs.

In host processing, more than half of all energy consumption is for data transfer (in I/O, chipset, and

main memory). In contrast, the dominant energy consumer in ISSD is FMC processors. This implies that a

platform’s energy inefficiency caused by lots of data transfer on the I/O path is mitigated successfully in the

ISSD approach.

Figure 10: Bandwidth trends of key hardware components.

Cost analysis. As the final step of evaluation, we

compare the hardware cost of an SSD and an ISSD

based on estimation. We assume standard components like flash and DRAM chips are identical in both designs.

With that the main cost difference comes from the controller chip and we break down the chip cost into the

chip’s components in Table 4. We estimate the die cost difference to be 40%.

The SSD bill of materials is dominated by the NAND flash chips. For example, commodity 256 GB SSDs
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Cost analysis. Finally, we estimate and compare the hard-
ware cost of an SSD and an iSSD. Standard components
like flash and DRAM chips are identical in both designs.
With that the main cost difference comes from the con-
troller chip. We break down the chip cost in the right table
and estimate the die cost difference to be 40%.

The SSD bill of material (BOM) is dominated by
the NAND flash chips. For example, commodity 256 GB
SSDs are priced at as low as $370 in on-line stores as of
July 2011, whereas 64 Gbit MLC NAND flash chips are
sold at $9.92 (obtained at www.dramexchange.com on July 13, 2011). According to this price, the cost for
the flash memory chips is $317, accounting for over 86% of the SSD end user’s price. With a larger capacity
SSD, it won’t be surprising that the flash cost exceeds 90% of the drive’s BOM. Hence, even if the dominant
portion of the remaining cost—around 10% of the drive’s BOM—is attributed to the controller chip, the
additional cost of iSSD will not exceed 4%. We believe that this cost is substantially smaller than upgrading
the host system (e.g., CPUs with more cores) to get the same performance improvement the iSSD can bring
and is well exceeded by the expected energy savings.

6 Conclusions

Intelligent solid-state drives (iSSDs) offer compelling performance and energy efficiency benefits, arising
from modern and projected SSD characteristics. Based on analytic models and limited experimentation
with a prototype iSSD, we show that iSSDs could provide 2–4× higher data scanning throughput and 5–
27× better energy efficiency relative to today’s use of commodity servers. Based on analysis of ten data-
intensive application kernels, we describe an architecture based on reconfigurable stream processors (one
per internal flash memory channel) that could provide these benefits at marginal hardware cost increases
(<4%) to traditional SSDs. Most of these benefits would also be realized over non-iSSD approaches based
on efficient processing outside of SSDs, because they do not exploit SSD-internal bandwidth or avoid costly
high-bandwidth transfers of all processed data.
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